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$20 million athletic facility is experiencing

by Ian Myers
Thorn News Reporter
and Craig Pohlman
Thorn Assistant News Editor
Recently, the two year old Sports and
Recreation Center (SRC) has developed
several problems. According to Matt
Sinclair, manager of the SRC, the air
handling system, roof, and fieldhouse
playing surface have all faced problems
in the short life of the building thus far.
The balancing system controls the air
temperature and humidity inside the
SRC. It has not always worked correctly. The pool area can feel like a
sauna at times and the arena has developed a climate of its own.
Holes were created in the roof due to
the recent winter storms. When ice that
formed on the roof during the winter
melted, it caused openings in the ceiling
of the fieldhouse.
The holes were repaired promptly, but
not until after rains drenched the indoor
track surface. Attempts to catch the
leaks in buckets were unsuccessful.
The most concerning problem at the
moment is floor surface in the fieldhouse. The surface of the courts, called
mondo, is not adhering to the concrete
in some places. As a result, one of the
basketball courts has been temporarily

closed. This has forced schedules to be
changed and has prevented the SRC
from keeping a court open for students
to play pick-up games. To remedy the
problem, testing will be done to find the
cause of the problem in March. Corrective action will be taken once the cause
is known.
According to Sinclair, Rose-Hulman
is not currently filing a lawsuit against
the construction company, despite
rumors to the contrary.
Mond° mess(above)- SRC student manager
and sophomore ME Jon Hornbach shows that
glue securing the soft, rolled surface of the
fieldhouse is beginning to let go and bubble up
in several places. The surface, called Mondo,is
only two years old and the problem has
already closed court two to basketball play and
other courts face a similar fate. Attempts to fix
the situation with more glue have just made
more of a mess.
Leaky roof(left) - Several weeks ago, the fieldhouse developed major leaks during a storm.
Apparently,after the ice that developed during
the winter began to melt, holes were created
that caused work-study students to grab buckets, trash cans and whatever else they could
find to catch the unexpected rain the in fieldhouse. Unfortunately, the indoor track still got
Photos by Craig Pohlman
soaked.

this
Modulus yearbook may fall without more help Inside
Edition
by Vu Thu Pham
Thorn News Reporter
The 1999 Modulus yearbook is in danger
of not being produced for this year's classes.
The Modulus yearbook staff needs more students to complete the 1999 book in time.
Every year, the Modulus scrambles to put
together a book filled with pictures highlighting the activities of the student body
during the year. Assembling a whole book
requires hours of organization and commitment from every member of the team.
Unfortunately, this year the yearbook is facing a hard time because of the lack in membership and overall participation.
The club needs students to help out in
many aspects of creating the book. The book
is separated into seven sections. These sections include the feature section, which
devotes attention to specific stories, the faculty and staff sections, a portrait section, the
sports section, the Greek section, collages to
introduce each section, and the index section.
Each section requires approximately 100
pictures except for the portrait, collages and
faculty and staff sections, where the picture
count increases to close to 1000 pictures.
While the index section requires no picture, the club needs someone to catalogue all
the names of every person to show his or her
face on the pages of the book.
The Modulus needs students to work as

photographers, feature story writers, layout
artists and most importantly, students who
have knowledge about darkroom film and
photo printing.
The main reason for the potential danger
of the book not being completed is the low
membership. Currently the club has four
seniors, two juniors and one freshman helping to put the yearbook together. On top of
heading as editors for the seven sections, the
seven members must stretch their time
between being photographers, layout artists,
and a multitude of other tasks that could be
done if only they had more hands, more time
or less homework. With the imminent graduation of the four seniors, next year's Modulus staff will be reduced to nothing.
"It is so important that club pictures,
department pictures, and staff pictures be
done on time and without cancellation," said
Dawn Griswold, Modulus Editor.
Cancellation and delays to take picture are
putting the club behind in their work. It is
amazing how one cancellation or picture
delay can cause the team several weeks of
work.
In order to take a picture, one of the members must talk to a main contact person. The
club or group then must decide on a date to
take the picture, which generally takes about
a week or two. Next, the picture date is
scheduled and the Modulus has to find a
member who has time to take the picture. If
the club or group decides to cancel the pic-

ture, the whole process has to begin again,
which moves the timeline one or two weeks
back.
Afterward, the staff must find a member
who has time to print out the picture. Then
the picture is returned to the contact person
of the club or group to identify the people in
the picture (another week). Finally, the picture is sent to the layout person to put in the
book. From beginning to end, the process
takes at least four weeks for each picture to
be placed in the book.
There are approximately 50 clubs, six
departments, and close to 30 staff groups.
As the winter quarter comes to a clsoe, the
Modulus has taken six club pictures, three
department pictures, and no staff group pictures. With eleven weeks to go in the school
year, the Modulus desperately needs help
and cooperation from everyone.
One of the most important sections in the
book is the sports section. Each sport from
fall to spring generally gets two pages sideby-side in the yearbook. The Modulus staff
takes all the pictures, but usually the sports
editor asks a member of the team to write
the story for their sport. Remember, the
Modulus only has 11 weeks left before the
end of the year. The club doesn't have members on campus during the summer to complete the book, Everyone who can help, can
join the club and offer support by coming to
the weekly meeting at 7:15 p.m. every Tuesday in the Music Room.
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February 14 - 20(cont.)

Friday, February 12
• Panhellenic Carnation Sale, Commons
Area, Moench Hall, All Day (Donna
Gustafson)
• Physics & Applied Optics Colloquium,
"Radiation Near A Surface: Continuing
Surprises," Scott Walack of the
University of Rochester, DL-114,
Moench Hall, 1:35 p.m.
• Humanities & Social Sciences Seminar,
"Rhetoric And Politics: Theorizing The
Relationship Between Political Rhetoric
And Political Behavior," Thomas
Moriarty of Purdue University, A-219,
Moench Hall, 2:30 p.m.(Patricia
Carlson)
• Women's Club "Mardi Gras 1999,"
Kahn Room, Hulman Union (Howard
McLean):
• Dinner, 7 p.m.
• Dancing, 8-11 p.m.
• Men's & Women's Basketball, at
Southwestern Univ., Georgetown, Texas:
• Women's Game,7 p.m. Broadcast
On WJSH-AM at 6:45 p.m.
• Men's Game,9 p.m. Broadcast On
WJSH-AM, 1300, at 8:45 p.m.
• Career Services' Interviews: RockwellCollins

Observatory,6 p.m.(Richard Ditteon)
• NSBE General Meeting, Hulman Union,
7 p.m.(Donald Leonard)
• Career Services' Interviews: Raytheon
Systems, Evans & Sutherland

Thursday,February 18
• Men's & Women's Swimming, at SCAC
Championships, Sewanee, Tenn., 11 a.m.
• Men's & Women's Basketball, at
DePauw University, Greencastle, Ind.:
• Women's Game,6 p.m. Broadcast
on WJSH-AM at 5:45 p.m.
• Men's Game,8 p.m. Broadcast on
WJSH-AM, 1300, at 7:45 p.m.
• Career Services' Interviews: Marathon
Ashland Petroleum LLC

Friday, February 19
• Spring Quarter Fee Payments Deadline
• Regional ACUI College Bowl
• Men's & Women's Track & Field Meet,
Sports and Recreation Center,6 p.m.
(Bill Welch)
• Men's & Women's Swimming, at SCAC
Championships, Sewanee, Tenn., 11 a.m.
• Career Services' Interviews: Controls,
Inc.

Saturday, February 20

February 12,1999

February 21 -27(cont.)

• Baseball, vs. Oglethorpe Univ., Art Nehf
Field, Noon

Friday, February 26

• Baseball, vs. Manchester College, Art
Nehf Field, 1 p.m.

• Commission On The Future Of RoseHulman Meetings, Hulman Union
(Carol Wetherell/Darrell Loyless):
• Mid-Term Report On Commission's
Recommendations, Kahn Rooms,4
p.m.
• Reception, WORX,5:30 p.m.
• Dinner, Vonderschmitt Dining
Room,6:15 p.m.
• Hot Mix Asphalt Quality Control/Quality
Assurance Certified Asphalt Technician
Program, Olin Hall, All Day (Jim
McKinney or Keith Royer)
• Men's & Women's Basketball, vs.
Millsaps College, Hulbert Arena:
• Women's Game,6 p.m. Broadcast
On WJSH-AM at 5:45 p.m.
• Men's Game,8 p.m. Broadcast On
WJSH-AM, 1300, at 7:45 p.m.
• Wrestling, at NCAA Division III
• Regional, North Manchester, Ind.
• Men's & Women's Track, at USATF
Meet, TBA
• Rifle, at Western Intercollegiate Rifle
Conference Championships, Columbus,
Ohio, 2 p.m.

• Alpha Chi Sigma's Chemistry Merit
Badge Program For Local Boy Scouts,
Chemistry Labs, Moench Hall, 9 a.m. to
Saturday, February 13
• Fine Arts Series, Classical Pianist Robert
3 p.m.(Howard McLean)
Saturday, February 27
Siemers, Wench Hall Auditorium, 7:30 • Outdoor Venturing Club Space
• Commission On The Future Of Rosep.m.(Ben Benjaminov)
Exploration Merit Badge Program For
Hulman Meetings, Hulman Union
• Regional MATHCOUNTS Competition,
Local Boy Scouts, Moench Hall,9 a.m.
(Carol Wetherell/Darrell Loyless):
Hulman Union,9 a.m.-3 p.m.(Denis
to 3 p.m.
• Opening Session, Kahn Room, 8:30
Radecki/Dale Long)
• Regional ACUI College Bowl
a.m.
• Men's & Women's Track & Field, Rose- • Men's & Women's Swimming, at SCAC
• Task Force Group Meetings,9:45
Hulman Invitational, Sports and
Championships, Sewanee, Tenn., 11 a.m.
a.m.
Recreation Center, Noon (Bill Welch)
• Lunch, Vonderschmitt Dining
February 21 - February 27
Room, 11:45 a.m.
February 14- February 20
Sunday,February 21
•Task Force Group Meetings, 1 p.m.
• Last Supper Before Finals,
Sunday,February 14
• Task Force Report Presentations,
• Valentine's Day
Vonderschmitt Dining Room,5-6 p.m.
Kahn Room,2:15 p.m.
• Men's & Women's Basketball, at Trinity
(Donna Gustafson)
• Men's & Women's Basketball, vs.
Univ., San Antonio, Texas:
Monday,February 22
Oglethorpe Univ., Hulbert Arena:
• Men's Game, 1 p.m. Broadcast On
• Start Of Final Exams For Winter
• Women's Game,6 p.m. Broadcast
WJSH-AM, 1300, at 12:45 p.m.
Quarter, 8 a.m.
On WJSH-AM at 5:45 p.m.
• Women's Game, 3 p.m. Broadcast
• Computer Science Senior Projects Expo
• Men's Game,8 p.m. Broadcast On
On WJSH-AM at 2:45 p.m.
(Eight Teams), Hulman Union, 11 a.m.WJSH-AM, 1300, at 7:45 p.m.
• Rifle, at NCAA Sectionals, Xavier
1:30 p.m. (Dale Oexmann or Lynn
• Wrestling, at NCAA Division III
University, Cincinnati, Ohio,9 a.m.
Degler)
Regional, North Manchester, Ind.
• Company Information Session:
• Hot Mix Asphalt Quality Control/Quality
Future Events
Southwest Research Institute,
Assurance Certified Asphalt Technican
Performing Arts Room, Hulman Union,
Program, Olin Hall, All Day (Jim
March 1
7-9 p.m.
McKinney or Keith Royer)
• Grades Due For Winter Quarter,

Monday,February 15

Tuesday,February 23

• Admissions' On Campus Visitation Day, • Hot Mix Asphalt Quality Control/Quality
Kahn Rooms, Hulman Union, 1-4 p.m.
Assurance Certified Asphalt Technician
• Humanities & Social Sciences Seminar,
Program, Olin Hall, All Day (Jim
"Combining ACTFL Standards and
McKinney or Keith Royer)
Technology for Foreign Language
Wednesday, February 24
Instruction," Joseph Magedanz of
• President's Administrative Council
McNeese State University, A-219,
Meeting, Hulman Union, 8 a.m.
Moench Hall; 2:30 p.m.
• Hot Mix Asphalt Quality Control/Quality
• Career Services' Interviews: Southwest
Assurance Certified Asphalt Technician
Research Institute
Program, Olin Hall, All Day (Jim
McKinney or Keith Royer)
Tuesday,February 16
• Sigma Xi/Wabash Valley Colloquium
• National Engineers Week's Student
"Modern Microscopes," Michael
Visitation Day, Hulman Union (Dale
McInerney of Rose-Hulman, ISU
Long):
Science Building, Room 177,6 p.m.
• Luncheon, Vonderschmitt Dining
• JV Basketball, at DePauw University,
Room, 11:30-12:15 p.m.
Greencastle, Ind., 7:30 p.m.
• Visitation Day Address,"Making A
• Career Services' Interviews: General
Difference," Dr. Hulbert, Kahn
Electric Aircraft Engines, BoeingRooms, 12:20 p.m.
Southern California, Illinois Department
• Educational Programs/Campus
of Transportation
Tours, 12:45-2:30 p.m.
• Company Information Session: Raytheon Thursday, February 25
Systems, Hulman Union, 6-8 p.m.
• End Of Winter Quarter, 5 p.m.
• Hot Mix Asphalt Quality Control/Quality
Wednesday, February 17
• President's Administrative Council
Assurance Certified Asphalt Technician
Meeting, Hulman Union, 8 a.m.
Program. Olin Hall, All Day (Jim
• Astronomy Club Meeting, Lynn Reeder
McKinney or Keith Roy.er)

Future Events (cont.)

• Explore Engineering (Balsa Wood
Bridges), 0-113, Olin Hall, 7-9 p.m.
(Dale Long/Fred Berry)

March 21
March 24
• TASC Seminar,"Factory Automation &
Machine Vision," Auditorium, Myers
Hall, 1-4 p.m.

March 26
• Mathematical Association of America
Section Meeting

April 3 - 11
• Spring Break

April 14
• American Chemical Society's Education
Night, 7:30 p.m.

April 17
• Fine Arts Series, Engineers In Concert,
7:30 p.m.
• Campus Beautification Day

April 24
• Fundamentals Of Engineering Exam

April 26
• Last Day To Drop Class Without Penalty

April 28
• Electrical Engineering Senior Design
Symposium, Hulman Union

April 30 - May 1
• Drama Club Musical,"Anything Goes,"
Auditorium

May 1
• Parents Day/Rose Show
• Honors & Awards Banquet,
Vonderschmitt Dining Room

May 6 - 7
• Drama Club Musical,"Anything Goes,"
.Auditorium

May 13
• Order Of The Engineer Ring Ceremony

May 14
• Spring Carnival

May 27
• End Of Spring Quarter/1998-99
Academic Year

May 29
• Commencement, 11 a.m., Sports &
Recreation Center

Learning Center
Tutors Needed

March 6

Applications available
NOW in the
Learning Center.

• State MATHCOUNTS Competition,
Hulman Union
• West Central Regional Science Fair,
DePauw University

Deadline for applying is
Friday, March 12, 1999.

Registrar's Office,9 a.m.

March 8
• Spring Quarter Classes Begin, 8:05 a.m.

March 9
• Institute Meeting, E-I 04, Moench Hall,
4:30 p.m.

March 10
• Spring Quarter Registration Deadline,4

March 12 - 14
• Baseball, Mideast Classic, Art Nehf Field

March 16
• Baseball, vs. DePauw Univ., Art Nehf
Field, Noon

March 17
• Health Fair, Lobby Of Hulman Union,
11 a.m.-2 p.m.

March 19 - 20
• Rose-Hulman Undergraduate
Mathematics Conference

March 20
• Fine Arts Series, Minneapolis Guitar
Quartet, 7:30 p.m.

A

Submissions To
Campus Events
Events may be published in
Campus Events by any organization
or individual. Information on club
meetings, lectures/speeches, and
including
events,
athletic
announcements of times and
locations may be submitted to
Campus Calendar, in care of Dale
director of
Long, associate
communications, at Box 14 or
extension 8418. More detailed
articles containing plans, agendas,
and specific information should be
submitted to the Rose Thorn.
All submissions must be made
by Wednesday, at noon, in order to
be published in Campus Events in
the Rose Thorn on Friday.

vl
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World and National Christians celebrate"Bible and Life"
News Briefs
by Vu Thu Pham
Thorn News Reporter

by McGwire and Sammy Sosa.
McFarlane said he will allow the
Major League Baseball organizaFriday,February 5 tion to work out ways to display
his collection in exchange for
Five boys were saved after get- twenty swings in each major
ting lost in blizzard conditions in league batting cage.
the 2,400 acre ski area in Idaho's
Airline passengers can loose up
panhandle. All were treated for
to $10,000 for assaulting or
hypothermia and dehydration.
harassing airline crew members
American Airline pilots called according to the rule by the Transin sick and refused to fly overtime portation Department.
after American purchased Reno
Air and increased the pay for Wednesday,February 10
Reno Air pilots. American Chief
Executive Donald Carty said if
Beginning in January 2000,
American has to treat the 9,200 Disney will release
Fantasia
U.S. pilots as fair as the Reno Air 2000 on
100 large-format IMAX
pilots, American will loose $40 theaters. The new film
will add six
million and will stop any potential new segments
to three old segbenefits from the merger.
ments released in 1940.

1

Monday,February 8
A new company called Free-PC
offered to give out 10,000 free
Compaq Presarios in exchange for
valuable personal information.
The company begins the new program where companies are willing
to give away several hundred for a
new PC that will deliver a constant stream of targeted advertisements to the users.
President Clinton, along with 50
other world leaders, attended the
funeral of Jordan's King Hussein,
who died of cancer Sunday in
ri,.v Amman,Jordan at age 63.
One million people are expected
to die in the next thirty years from
asbestos exposure.

,i

The Air Uorce will spend up to
$76 million this year to increase
their recruits. The plan is to bring
in 33,800 enlistments by the end
of the year. The Navy is also short
by 7,000, leaving many ships
without full crews. Even the Army
will go below the 480,000 minimum strength to defense the country.

by Lindsey VanSchoiack
Thorn News Reporter
This weekend, Rose-Hulman
hosted the InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship's (IVCF) Bible and
Life conference for the second
time.
IVCF is an interdenominational
campus fellowship active on over
800 campuses nationwide. The
conference is a district wide event,
and 120 students from six schools
throughout Indiana attended the
weekend.
The students arrived on Friday
night along with their InterVarsity
staff members and were welcomed by Paul Bertsch, RoseHulman's staff member and the
head of the conference team.

The 80 students from out of
town were housed at the homes of
area Christians. The conference
members all went to World Gospel Church to worship on Sunday
morning, causing a shortage of
The students had a choice of church bulletins and seats.
three tracks to follow. "The Joy of
InterVarsity has been holding
Following Jesus" was for first the Bible and Life conference
time conference goers, while since the 1960's. The conference
those who were at the conference is at a different school every year
for a second or third time could and is a way for different chapters
choose "Bible Discovery" or to meet and grow together in
"How to be a Contagious Chris- Christ.
tian."
Anyone who is interested in
Over 40 Rose-Hulman students IVCF can come to Large Group
attended the conference, which meetings on Fridays at 6:45 p.m.
ran from 7:00 to 9:30 p.m. on Fri- in the Union, or one of the many
day, all day Saturday and from weekly residence hall Bible stud8:15 to 3:00 p.m. on Sunday.
ies offered.

Classical pianist to perform
at Moench Auditorium

After assaulting two motorists,
Mike Tyson is currently serving a
one-year sentence in Maryland.
For pianist Robert Siemers,
His lawyers are trying to get the
there's no more beautiful
district judge to let Tyson out to
music than the notes written
fight if he is on good behavior.
more than two centuries ago by
Bach, Mozart and Beethoven.
The computer-vision syndrome
"It's where all classical
is the cause behind illnesses such
as dry eyes, blurry vision and music originates," he says. "I
headaches. The syndrome is esti- especially love Bach. I could
mated to cost companies close to play his music every day."
Siemers has nearly kept to
$2 billion in health care and
his word, focusing much of his
glasses each year.
professional
performance
A 2-1 decision by the federal career the past two year on the
appeals court in Virginia allowed keyboard music of Bach. He
police in Virginia, West Virginia, has performed at the New
Maryland, and North and South England Bach Festival in BratCarolina to ignore reading the tleboro, Vt.; the Shenandoah
Valley Bach Festival in HarriMiranda to suspects.
sonburg, Va.; the Bach Festival
Society of Kalamazoo (Mich.);
Thursday,February 111 at
Wigmore Hall in London;
and at the Glinka Museum in
Clinton got three GOP to supMoscow.
port him. The switch of party supOn Saturday, Siemers. list
port means that the GOP won't
will include Rose-Hulman
have enough votes to impeach the
Technology's
Institute
of
president on the two counts of perMoench Hall Auditorium. The
jury and obstruction ofjustice.
7:30 p.m. concert is part of the
college's Fine Arts Series.
A federal judge ordered American Airlines pilots to return to
work and stop their five-day sickout that caused over 100,000 travelers to be delayed on Wednesday.
Since Friday, 2000 pilots out of
9200 had called in sick.

1

NASA launched Stardust, a
Boeing Delta rocket, on a seven
year, three billion mile race to
meet up with Comet Wild-2 in
January 2004 and come within 90
miles of the 2.5 mile diameter
All Dartmouth College's sororicomet to collect comet dust.
ties and fraternities must go co-ed
next year. This includes the
Tuesday,February 9 famous Alpha Delta fraternity
made famous by the movie AniThe National Association of mal House.' The ruling was an
Boards of Pharmacy will give out effort to reduce alcohol abuse and
"seals of approval" to on-line raise the students standards of
pharmacies. The new method will behavior. Many students proreduce the amount of on-line phar- tested, including alumni flooding
macies illegally selling drugs the school with phone calls and
without licenses. The mass of on- emails with threats. Dartmouth
line pharmacies began just after would be the first Ivy League
the release of Viagra, where pre- school to require all Greek groups
scriptions were given out not only to be co-ed.
by medical doctors but also by
podiatrists, chiropractors, and
Playboy filed trademark suits
dentists.
against Excite and Netscape for
hijacking and usurping 'PlayCharlotte Motor Speedway sold boy's goodwill and reputation' by
the original name for $35 million posting non-Playboy, hardcore
to be known as Lowe's Motor porn sites along with Playboy sites
Speedway.
when a user searches for "Playboy" and "Playmate".
Todd McFarlane, creator of
Spawn, purchased Mark McGThe Senate will vote on the artiwire's 70th homerun ball for $3 cles of impeachment of President
million and other home run balls Clinton Friday afternoon.

"Bible and Life is designed to
help college students develop a
closer relationship with Jesus
Christ and also to give them tools
to share their faith with others,"
Bertsch said.

The 90-minute show will
include Bach's "Partita No. 4
in B Major, MWV. 828," a
piece that Siemers performed
in Russia; Mozart's beautiful
"Sonata No. 12 in F Major, K.
332"; and Schubert's "Sonata
No. 10 in A Major, D. 959."
"The Schubert arrangement
is a tremendous masterpiece,"
Siemers sites.
This will be Siemers first
concert in Indiana since earning his doctorate degree in
music from Indiana University
in 1997. He earlier received his
master of music degree from
the Eastman School of Music
at the University of Rochester
(New York).
performing
not
When
throughout the country, Siemers teaches music at the
renowned
Hershey
Milton
School, a private secondary
school located in Hershey, Pa.,
and at Lebanon Valley College
in Annville, Pa.
Tickets for Saturday's Rose-

Hulman concert will only be
available at the door prior to
the concert. The ticket office
opens at 7 p.m. Tickets are $4
for adults and $2 for senior citizens and non-Rose-Hulman
students. It is free to all RHIT
students.
For more information, persons can call (812) 877-8418.

Monday, February 15
8 p.m.
Kahn Room
Refreshments will be served
brought to you by

RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION
What are thefacts about
affirmative action?
Doug Shelton from Procter and
Gamble will discuss affirmative
action and answer questions in a
presentation open to all students on

Thursday, March 11 at
6:30 p.m. in the Kahn Room
This presentation brought to you by

IONITY

Reserve your apartment or
houseforfall quarter.
1

Real Lst2ile Services
Since 1910

Pfister & Co.

PAster 232-5083
Commerdal Real Estate
Consuiting
Residential

MaisagetreetiL}

A S
EE/CO students: This will count as IEEE
Professional Development credit!

I

I N

OF INDIANA. INC

EQUAL MOUSING
OPPARUNITY
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Payback: High on Action, Low on Plot
By Robert Kober
Thorn Columnist
Opening Notes: In the opening
scene, you hear Mel Gibson's
character say, "Not many people
know what their life's worth. I
do... Seventy grand. That's what
they took from me. And that's
what I'm gonna get back." The
combination of this quote and the
title pretty much sum up the film.
The Cast: Mel Gibson plays
Porter, a bad guy who you just
have to like. Gregg Henry gives an
unremarkable performance as Val,
Porter's partner.
Maria Bello
plays a call girl that Porter fell in
love with years ago, but decided to
leave after he drove her to "work."
William Devane, Kris Kristofferson, and James Coburn all give
good performances as various
people in the crime syndicate.
The Plot: Porter is a vile character that you're supposed to hate,
but you don't. His choices in
women are call girls and heroin
addicts, and all he is worried about
is collecting $70,000 that he
claims is owed to him. Porter gets
shot multiple times, hit by a car,
pummeled with a hammer, beat
nearly to death on multiple occasions, and nearly castrated. All the
while, he persists in pursuing his

goal of $70,000. Honestly, he is
worthless, but then again, we find
ourselves rooting for him throughout his quest for redemption. This
does not seem to be much of a plot
summary, but I cannot really say
much more about the plot because,
other than a double cross that
would spoil the film, there really is
not very much plot. Luckily, Payback does n'ot rely on a well-developed plot to keep it interesting.
The Good: Very early on, you
start to realize that Payback is
more concerned with style than
with plot development, rather like
L.A. C'onfidentictl. Various blue
filters enhance the dark mood of
the film. However, while Payback
is clever and stylistically ingenious, Gibson made it worth
watching. The movie would not
work with an actor who was too
sincere about the material. However, the comedic Lethal Weaponish style of Mel Gibson shines
through; he has fun as the movie
goes over the top. For example, a
doctor operates on Porter for gunshot wounds, while drinking the
whiskey that he is using as a disinfectant.
The Bad: While the lack of
originality regarding the plot is
usually a bad thing, it does not
seem to ruin the film. Humor,

style, and violence
are meshed together
to keep the audience
interested until after
the credits. Then,
when you think
back, there is not
anything you have
not seen before.
The film starts with
a double cross that
was somewhat unexpected, and appeared to have the
possibility of becoming a dark comedic action film
that was going to
cover Some original
ground,
but
it
didn't. Maybe this
was what the film
was trying to accomplish
before
Gibson and his production company
re-shot nearly a
third of the film to
make it more light-hearted.
The Ugly: One scene that
stands out is when a heroin delivery boy gets his nose ring ripped,
out by Porter. Another particularly painful scene involves Porter
getting his toes smashed as he recites "This Little Piggy."

The Bottom Line: Payback is
not •an awesome film, but well
worth seeing. The use of various
blue filters highlights the dark
mood of the film and does a very
good job of off-setting Gibson's
comedic charm.
On a scale of 1 to 4(with 4 be-

ing classic and 1 being Gibson's
ill-fated teaming with Goldic
Hawn in Bird on a Wire), I gi‘e
this movie a 2.5. Gibson was entertaining enough to carry the film.
Image from
Paramount Pictures.
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By Brad Swearingen
Thorn Columnist
It's that time of year again.
We're in the winter quarter,
heading into the tenth week with
finals right behind it. You may
have noticed that some of your
profs are saying things like "We
know it's tough," -These can be
some of your hardest tests," "Its
not our intent to make you score
poorly on these exams." Basically, what they are saying can
be translated into, "Just bend
over and take it."
One way that I relieve all the
compounded stress from homework and tests is to go play basketball at the SRC.
Well, last Saturday a couple of
my friends and I went down to
the SRC to shoot around. While
we were shooting around, three
guys who I didn't know asked if
we wanted to play a little three
on three. It soon got out of hand.
Two ofthe three guys would call
every little piss-ass foul possible.
So as a result I am proposing
to Matt Sinclair that the SRC do
something about it. What's my
reasoning behind it?
Well, if you have ever played

a pick up game, you probably
know that it gets really frustrating when the other team is calling every little foul. While
playing against the three clowns
last weekend, I was called for an
unrealistic number of fouls by
one guy who I will refer to as
Mr. Cry Me A River. He even
proceeded to call me for "blocking" fouls. It's my theory that he
had to call these fouls because
he couldn't face the realization
that he had no game.
The tallest guy on the team
was just as bad though. I'm only
like 5'9" and 157 lbs, so their
tallest guy had at least six inches
and 50 lbs on me. He went SQ far
as to complain about me "Pushing him around."
However, the middle guy was
cool, he tried to keep the peace:
so any respect I had for them
goes to him.
Now, you may be saying,
"Brad, why are you crying about
them being crybabies?" Well,
this isn't the first time it has happened. It occurs all the time in
IM's and other events. So I just
decided to do something about
It,
I propose to Matt Sinclair that
the SRC initiate a "Pansy Rule."

lowed

What would this "Pansy Rule"
entail? Well, if during a IM
game or what not, if an entire
team agrees that a member ofthe
opposing team is being a wimp
or cry-baby,that member will be
declared an official "Pansy" and
not be allowed on the SRC premises. Matt Sinclair could then
e-mail the campus about this
crybaby, however I'm not sure if
Matt's aware that he can send
mass e-mails.
Should this "Pansy" wish to
be able to return to the SRC to
participate again,"He shall trade
in all of his pink-ruffled panties
for the right to play."
Now that I think about it
though, my idea sucks and will
never work. Pansies don't wear
pink-ruffled panties Its more
of a silk, floral design.
By eliminating the injustices
acted out by the wimps and
crybabies of the SRC, the-SRC
will become a more enjoyable
place for everyone. That is, if
they ever decide to keep it open
long enough for us to use it.
Brad's idol of the week is
Jessica Watts with her quote "I
think I have a hollow leg."
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Love Over Easy
Love
A full round egg
Overflowing with good thingsfor all
It ends quickly
Scrambled?

Puppy Love
My puppy is myfavorite
As cute as he can be
He looks at me with big brown eyes
After on the couch he did pee.
He runs around in circles
Andjumps around with glee
He drinks waterfrom the toilet
So then he can lick me.
love my puppy greatly
So glad that he is mine
With all he does around me
I'm glad he's my Valentine.

Eyes
Love
In your eyes
Deeply yearning for someone
See into me
I'm yours

MATH •ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING•MECHANICAL ENGINEER

When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree. And that's the
level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.
Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower-Raytheon Systems
Company, composed of four major technological giants: Raytheon Electronic
Systems, Raytheon E-Systems, Raytheon TI Systems and Hughes Aircraft.
The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit. And
we're looking for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new ground.
Make their mark.
At Raytheon, you'll take technology-and your career-to the highest possible
level. You'll take it to the Nth. We'll be visiting your campus soon. Contact your
career placement office now to schedule an interview, or check out our website
at www.rayjobs.com. If you are unable to meet with us, please send your resume
to: Raytheon Resume Processing Center, PO. Box 660246, MS-201, Dallas, TX 75266.
We have many exciting opportunities available and we would like to talk to you.

Internet: www.rayjobs.com • E-mail: resume@rayjobs.corn
U.S. citizenship may be required. We are an equal opportunity employer.

Raytheon

Rose winning streak snapped by second-place Rhodes
the field. As a whole, they lead
the conference in field goal percentage (47.4%), three-point accuracy (39.7%), and free throw
shooting (76.6%). All this places
them second behind Rose in
offense, scoring 73.0 points per
game.
Although these statistics do not
reflect conference play alone, the
team is still very good from the
floor, and "they [DePauw] will
make open shots if we don't guard
them."
Rose managed to hang onto a
nine-point halftime lead to defeat
the Tigers in a wild game in January, 56-50. Nothing in particular
stands out about the game except
the Engineers' unspectacular
36.0% from the field in the second
half, in addition to going 3 of 16
from three-point land.
Rhodes won the opening tip and
the game last Sunday, defeating
the Engineers at home and breaking their 12-game winning streak,
61-55.
Shaw, relatively unfazed by the
loss, simply commented, "We
just lost. I think people are just
trying to read too much into it."
By losing the game, the Engineers also failed to clinch at least a
tie for the conference championship.
"Early on we executed well, we
just couldn't make shots," said
Shaw. After five minutes of play,
the Lynx were up 7-1.
Bryan Egli broke the cold streak
for the Engineers with a jumper
that triggered something of a
comeback. Rose clawed their way
back to within two, 9-7.
Neither team seemed willing to
break the game open, with 6:17
left in the half, Egli tied the game
with a jumper.
It was back and forth for the
couple of minutes, until Rob Buxton nailed a three-pointer at the
3:37 mark to give Rose their first
lead, 23-20.
Sam Johnson nailed a jumper
with less than a minute left, which
was quickly answered with a Lynx
bucket, and Rhodes went into the
locker room with a 26-25 lead.
The Lynx broke out of the
locker room roaring, scoring
seven straight points to put the
Engineers down, 25-33, when
Matt Millington hit a jump shot to
stop the Lynx charge.
"We lost confidence and we

panicked,"
said Shaw
of the Engineers' performance in
the second
half.
The
Engineers
started taking
some
bad
shots,
while
the
quick
Rhodes
offense was
hitting from
nearly
everywhere.
Just like
first
the
half, Rose
was not hitting
their
shots, even
when relatively open.
When
Johnson,
who shot 5
of 13 from
the field, hit
a jumper at
7:24, the Engineers were still
down, 39-48. )
Rose refused to give up, however, and with 3:52 left, Egli buried two free throws to put the
Engineers down by five, 50-45.
It was a race to the finish from
that point on. Joe Puthoff buried a
trio of three pointers in the final
two and a half minutes, but, in the
end, it was too little too late.
Johnson paced the Engineers,
scoring 14 points and snatching
seven rebounds in the losing
effort. Egli was the only other
Engineer in double figures with 13
points of his own and five assists.
A couple of sixth men came off
the bench to help the Engineer
cause as well. Patrick Grace,
although not scoring, notched six
assists and three rebounds. Freshman Ryan Harris stepped up with
eight points and three rebounds.
The Engineers had a considerably easier time on Friday night
when they sent the Hendrix Warriors packing, 67-41.
The key to Rose's lopsided victory was their mastery of the
boards. The Engineers outrebounded the top rebounding team
in the conference, 43-26. Offensive rebounds also aided the Engi-

neer cause; 13 of the 43 rebounds
gave Rose a second chance to
score.
Rose pretty much dominated
from the outset, going up 10-4
with 14:09 left in the first half,
thanks to an 8-0 run. Hendrix
would come within one, 13-12,
only to go down 25-15 on a 12-2
Engineer run. Rose would be up
29-18 at halftime.
The Engineers started the second half just as hot. Egli scored
eight straight points to help push
the Engineer lead to 42-24 with
16:10 left in the game.
The fire was out of the Warrior
game at that point. A total of 15
Engineers would eventually get
playing time in the game, many
making the most of their few minutes off the bench.
Egli paced the Engineers with
22 points and five rebounds.
Johnson contributed 14 points
and another five rebounds.
Millington and Patrick Grace
also hit the boards well, grabbing
five rebounds each and scoring
five points each, as well. Josh
Williford, one of the players off of
the bench, made the most of his
eight minutes, nailing a threepointer and a couple of free
throws.

Center, gold necklace with 14K restored house. 901 S. 6th St.
gold emblem. Call to identify, Sharp Flats LLC. Call for details,
INTERCAMBIO CULTURAL
877-2551.
877-1146.
DE YUCATAN (Service project
in Mexico) July 26 - July 10,
Studio available now. 708 S. 6th
1999. Help with the expansion
St. Sharp Flats LLC. Call for
of a religious and community 1986 Olds Ciera, 100K miles,
details, 877-1146.
education facility in a church A/C, tuned up, runs great, $1,300.
that serves the poor, working Call or e-mail: 242-1814,
1 to 9 bedroom units available for
class people of Cancun, Mexico. chris.bradley@rose-hulman.edu
May and August. Located on S.
Cost: $895. For application ASAP.
6th St. Call Sharp Flats LLC for
information
contact
United
details, 877-1146.
Ministries Center, 321 N. 7th All future 0. Chem students: two
St., 232-0186. Space is limited. copies of PC-Spartan. $150 each.
Apply no later than March 15!
Call x8531. Ask for Mike or Jim.
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by Don Cole
Thorn Sports Editor
All good things must come to an
end, and Rose-Hulman's SCACrecord 12-game conference winning streak came to a screeching
halt on a dreary Sunday afternoon
last weekend to the second-place
Rhodes Lynx.
The Engineers embark upon
their final regular season road trip
this coming week, with games at
Southwestern and Trinity this
weekend and a trip to Greencastle
to take on DePauw once again
next Thursday.
Southwestern hosts Rose after
finally snapping a nine-game losing streak with a victory over
Trinity last Sunday. The Pirates
are 3-9 in the SCAC, and 5-14
overall.
Fortunately, for the Engineers at
least, Rene Guzman, the Pirates'
leading player, will not be playing
on Friday, thanks to a one-game
suspension. Guzman violated a
league rule by getting his fourth
technical foul of the season last
Sunday.
Derrick Mueller, a 6'7" junior
guard, is the teams second-leading
scorer, with 11.9 points per game,
16th in the conference.
The Pirates, besides being at the
bottom of the conference, also
score the fewest points per game,
63.3, and shoot the worst from the
charity stripe, 58.6%.
Rose beat them in Hulbert
Arena in January, 77-47, outrebounding the Pirates 37-29. Guzman, however, had a good game,
grabbing ten rebounds, scoring 15,
and notching seven steals.
"We need to handle their pressure," said head coach Jim Shaw,
"They play crazy, helter-skelter.
We need to take advantage of
that."
Trinity, one of the early favorites to win the conference, has
since fallen to fourth-place in the
SCAC with a 6-6 conference
record and 11-8 overall record.
The two key men for the Tigers
are Ryan Hyslop and Quintin
Mason. Hyslop, a 6'4" junior
guard, is averaging 14.1 points per
game and Mason, a 6'3" sophomore guard, is averaging 14.0
points per game. Both are in the
top ten in scoring.
Trinity enters the game on a

three-game losing streak, and the
Tigers definitely think they have
something to prove against the
Engineers, whom they lost to in
January, 82-76.
In that game, Trinity, the second-worst shooting team in the
conference, lit up the Engineers by
shooting a whopping 68.2% in the
second half. Rose was only able
to overcome that performance
thanks to a six-point halftime lead.
Hyslop was a major thorn in
Rose's side that day, a fact not lost
upon Shaw. "We need to do a better job of guarding Hyslop," he
commented.
"They're very talented and very
physical," added Shaw, commenting about the last meeting between
the two teams.
The Engineers take on their
ancient foe DePauw next Thursday, for the 47th installment of
their storied rivalry. DePauw is
currently in a tie for fifth, with a 67 record in the SCAC, 11-9 overall.
"They're playing as well as anyone in the league right now," said
Shaw, "they're scoring from a lot
of different places," whereas earlier in the season, teams were able
to predict where they would get
there shots.
No one particular name stands
out for the Tigers, but rather, it is a
conglomerate of young players
who have guided the Tigers to a
.500 season so far. Leading DePauw in scoring is 5'11" freshman
guard Mike Howland, averaging
13.8 points per game, tenth in the
league.
The Tigers also have a weapon
in current SCAC Men's Basketball Player of the Week, Joe
Faires. Faires, a 6'4" sophomore
forward, sits at 12th in scoring
with 13.2 points per game, and is
the fourth-most accurate shooter
from the field at 55.1%.
Faires scored a career-high 29
against Hendrix, on his way to
averaging 23.5 points and 4.5
rebounds per game in DePauw's
contests last weekend. In those
games, Faires also shot 69.2%
from the field and 90.9% from the
free-throw line.
Another notable for the Tigers
is 6'2" sophomore guard Bob
Steiner, whose accuracy from
behind the arc leads the SCAC
(44.9%).
The entire team is deadly from
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Tough competition for women this weekend
and she has the fewest turnovers concerned with the inside
pres- slight rebounding advantage 36of all starters.
ence of six foot seniors Bernadette 30. But the Tigers tough defense
Perhaps the most pronounced Najvar and Jessica Wurtzebach.
forced 30 Rose-Hulman turnovers,
improvement has been Shadrach.
Najvar leads the conference including 23 steals, as they
Despite improved play, the Shadrach, who is averaging 4.8 with 61
blocked shots (3.2 per coasted to a 70-51 win at Hulbert
Rose-Hulman's women's basket- points, 2.5 rebounds and 1.8 game) and
also contributes 7.7 Arena.
ball team lost two more Confer- assists per game, scored a career- rebounds
and 10.3 points per
In action last weekend, Hendrix
ence games this weekend to the high 14 points Friday and fol- game. Wurzebach
averages a con- (16-4 overall, 10-3 SCAC) would
visiting Hendrix Warriors and lowed it up with an 11 point per- ference-lea
ding 9.9 rebounds per leap out to a 21-3 lead eight minRhodes Lynx.
formance Sunday. Shadrach is six game in addition to her 10.3 points utes into
the game. Speich hit a
Tonight the Engineers face the for 27 on three-pointers for the per game. Najvar
and Wurzebach three that started a 9-0 run. The
Southwestern Pirates (13-4 over- season, but has hit four of five in are excellent shooters
as well, Engineers would get to within
all, 8-4 SCAC) in Georgetown, the last two games.
shooting 57 and 46 percent from eight
before
the
Warriors
Texas. The women will then travel
Southwestern is ranked fifth in the field, respectively.
extended their lead back to 11 at
to San Antonio on Sunday to take the South region in the latest poll.
Rose struggled in every facet of the half.
on the Trinity Tigers (13-6 over- The Pirates are led by junior cen- the game the last time they played
Freshman Christie Shadrach
all, 8-4 SCAC) in a Valentine's ter Kathryn Murfee and senior Trinity, suffering a 102-50
loss. quickly cut the deficit to seven
Day battle. They will then face guard Heather Lemmons. Murfee The game marked the
first time with two jumpers in the first
the undefeated DePauw Tigers in leads Southwestern with 13.5 since the inaugural season that
an minute of the second half. That
Greencastle Thursday.
points and 6.8 rebounds per game, Engineers' opponent surpassed would be as close as the
Engineers
Right after finals, the Engineers while Lemmons provides 12.2 100 points in a game.
would get as the Warriors slowly
will return home for their final points and 2.5 steals per game.
The Tigers dominated the built their lead up to as much as 22
two home games of the season
The Pirates are on a two-game boards, forced twice as many turn- points before the buzzer sounded
against Millsaps (3-13 overall, 1- winning streak after beating Trin- overs and held the Engineers to 31
with the Warriors on top 72-52.
11 SCAC) and Oglethorpe (9-10 ity 55-47 on Saturday, and have percent shooting. Seven different
The Engineers nearly matched
overall, 5-7 SCAC) on February won four of their last five. South- Tigers reached double-digit point Hendrix,
49-51, for nearly the
26 and 27.
western topped the Engineers 70- totals.
entire game. It was the first eight
The Engineers are led by 47 when they met at Hulbert
DePauw is still undefeated in minutes, when the Engineers were
Amanda Speich and Tarelle Van Arena January 15.
the conference after wins over outscored 21-3, that did them in.
Dyk, who are averaging 14.6 and
The Engineers outrebounded Rhodes and Hendrix last weekend.
Rose shot 42 percent for the
9.9 points per game, respectively. the Pirates in that first outing, but The Tigers remain the top-ranked game, despite 29
percent shooting
The two average a combined 14.9 struggled otherwise. They came team in the South region,
in the second half, and outrerebounds per game.
out strong in the first half, hitting
Kelly Morrison leads DePauw bounded the Warriors 37-32.
But the Engineers success 42 percent of their shots and trail- and is second in the SCAC with However, excessive turnovers
depends upon the continued ing by five going into the half.
17.6 points per game. Morrison is once again stopped the Engineers
improved play of freshmen
Unfortunately, 20
percent also a deadly three-point shooter, as Rose turned it over 36 times,
Christie
Shadrach,
Jennifer shooting in the second half and 34 hitting 58 of 122 (47.5%) shots with 24 steals by the visiting WarKrause and Angie Reynolds.
turnovers in the game prevented from behind the arc, tops in the riors.
Both Krause and Reynolds have the Engineers from getting any conference. She also has hit an
Shadrach scored a career-high
shown flashes of their potential. closer.
astounding conference-best 90% 14 points on six of nine shooting
Krause is averaging 5.4 points per
Trinity is currently riding a two- of her free throws.
to lead the Engineers. Speich
game and 4.1 rebounds per game. game losing streak entering
Other players to watch for are added 13 points and four assists
She has also blocked 13 shots, tonight's match against DePauw, Kelly Bailey (11.1 points, 6.6 while Van Dyk contributed 12
which is the second most for a sin- though they have won four oftheir rebounds, 1.9 blocks per game), points, nine rebounds and four
gle season in school history last six. The two losses dropped Amy Hasbrook (8.1 rebounds per assists. Reynolds had a team-high
behind Sarah Gordy's 25 blocks Trinity from the South region game) and Susan Bender (3.6 three steals and added seven
during the 1996-97 season.
rankings, where they were fourth assists, 2.3 steals per game).
rebounds.
Reynolds is contributing 3.2 last week.
In the first outing against DePMollie Scarbrough scored 27
points and 3.0 rebounds per game,
The Tigers leading scorer is auw, the Engineers hung tough points in 28 minutes off the bench
which have risen since the start of sophomore Molly Quinn. Quinn against the top-ranked team in the for Hendrix, and Lauren Turnbow
the season. Reynolds is second on averages 12.4 points per game. South. Both teams shot 45 percent just missed a triple-double with
the team with eight blocked shots However, most teams are more from the field and DePauw held a nine points, nine assists and ten
by Peter Anderson
Thorn Editor-in-chief

Men's track team pulls off upset in SRC
by Mark Dudley
Thorn Sports Reporter
The Rose-Hulman men's track
team pulled out a surprise upset to
tie the heavily favored Washington
- St. Louis in last Saturday's meet
at the SRC. Rose and Washington
both earned 152 points, outscoring
the University of Chicago and
Emory.
Phil Reksel had the highlight
performance of the meet. Reksel
not only won the 400m dash with a
time of49.00s, but also became the
first automatic qualifier for the
NCAA Division III Nationals this
season at Ohio Northern University in March.
Emerging as the points leader.
for the Engineer men was Brent
Vieck with 16, winning the long
jump and placing second in the
high jump.
Also earning first place finishes
were Brian Wickham in the 800m
dash, Mark Dudley in the high
jump, Matt Garms in the weight
throw, and the 4x400m relay team
of Reksel, Wickham, Sean Stoughton, and Matt Egenolf.
Bettering their own personal

records at the meet were David
Hartman in the 3K run, Matt
Cosby in the 500m dash, Brian
Smith in the mile, both Smith and
Ryon Sumner in the 1000m, Mark
Stetzer in the 200m dash, and Matt
Egenolf and Phil Reksel in the
4x400m relay.
Chad Christie, David Berty in
the shot put. Austin Towell
recorded bests in the shot put and
weight throw.
The women's team put up a valiant fight but lost out to the competition, placing fourth behind
eventual champ Washington.
Saturday saw an outstanding
performance by senior Jeanne
Hudson, the leading scorer for the
women with eight points. Hudson
finished third in the high jump and
seventh in the 400m dash.
Two athletes, Valerie Ooley and
Shana Ellis, both earned personal
bests as well. Ooley improved her
weight throw to 24' 5", while Ellis
enhanced her time in the 800m run.
Both teams will face stiff competition tomorrow when they host
their largest meet so far this year.
Scheduled to begin competition at
noon in the SRC are Anderson,
University of Indianapolis, DePauw, Manchester, and Principia.

steals.
The Engineers scored the first
four points against Rhodes (8-12
overall, 4-9 SCAC) in Sunday's
68-57 loss. Rose would hold the
lead until the Lynx took a 9-7 lead
on a three by Sara Miles. However, the Engineers stayed close
through the first half, never letting
the deficit exceed nine points.
Rose continued to keep it close,
and after lay-ups by junior Mandy
Smith and Van Dyk, found themselves trailing by only four, 39-35,
with 14 minutes remaining.
The Lynx would slowly build
up their lead, and with eight minutes remaining took its first double-digit lead, 53-42. The lead
would fluctuate some, but never
got greater than 14 or less than
eight, for the remainder of the
game.
For a change, turnovers were
not a problem. Rose turned it over
only 19 times while forcing the
Lynx to turn it over 20 times.
However, the Engineers did not
rebound well as Rhodes took a 5033 rebounding advantage. .
Rose also shot poorly, hitting
only 30 percent of their shots,
while the Lynx knocked down 44
p, -cent of their shots.
Rose did shoot well from
behind the arc. Engineer shooters
hit seven of 16 shots from threepoint range, including a three-forfour performance by Shadrach.
Rose also hit 73 percent of their
free throws, including a perfect
10-10 from Speich.
Speich led all scorers with 23
points and also had seven
rebounds and three assists. Van
Dyk scored 12, grabbed ten
rebounds, dished out seven assists
and picked up four steals.
Shadrach scored double-digit
points for the second consecutive
game with 11 points and Reynolds
blocked two shots.

Thorn Athlete ofthe Week
Christie Shadrach, women's basketball
by Don Cole
Thorn Sports Editor
No one will
deny
that
the
women's basketball
team has fallen on
hard times this
year.
Despite the lackluster record, there
are a number of
promising
very
freshmen on the
team that, if built
upon, could turn the
program around within the next
couple of years.
One of these promising freshmen is guard Christie Shadrach.
Shadrach had her two most prolific scoring games over the
weekend, notching 14 points
against Hendrix and 11 against
Rhodes, her first double-digit
scoring performances of her collegiate career.
Her 14 against Hendrix set a
career-high, while her 11 came on
a three of four shooting perfor-

former Rose standout Ryan
DiviLoftus,.
uit
:
w ed th year'snw
mance from the three-point arc. sio
vAA:
6
1
Shadrach, who has started 16
11
1,. in the
ans
e GTE All-American
the
out of the 20 games this year from awarded
n
the guard position, of the Year Award last
is averaging 4.8 ay...Loftus is only one ofsixteen
All-Americans
points per game, the Academic
second-best
total selected last year, and only the
among the freshmen second Rose ,athlete to win the
on the team. She has award
also notched 49
rebounds, 36 assists,
and 26 steals.
Shadrach comes
from a successful
high school career in
her hometown of
Independence,
Ohio. She came away with a total
of five varsity letters, three of
INDIANA THEATRE
them in basketball.
232-8076
Her junior and senior years 7th & Ohio
The Waterboy •
earned her much recognition,
ksicller
including being named first-team
7:00 & 9:00
all-conference both times, and
being named an all-conference
MifAcgtS
scholar athlete. Shadrach led her
Jack Frost
Michael &awn
teams to two consecutive sec7:00 & 9:00
tional titles as a junior and senior.
Shadrach, a chemical engineerEnemy of the State
ing major, is the daughter of
will Smith Getie Hackman
Shadrach.
Hampton and Karen
7:15 & 9:40 EI

E
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Certificate of Achievement
This Award is Presented to

Frank "I v Design" Young
in Recognition of Distinguished Achievement in

The 1st Annual Thorn Subliminal Teaching Competition
by defeating Gary Sherman with a final score of 71 to 2.
Awarded on the 12th day of February in the year 1999.
/11
ignature. Thorn

Signature, Thorn Editor-in-Chief

u ir Editor

Thiir pcwje,8 irraugitto-yow in,part by Slappy's,Moult Ltqcuov - - gaocilyye/ 9tiv we,ekly1.4.4e.sq
Since you've all been good little engineers, here's one quote to tide you over until next quarter.
quote also makes an appearance this week
"Good for you? Good for me... wait until we get to the sex later." -- Andy Kin ley (2-4-99) (This
C.LAG
OPPorn,,
hrt
because Andy will be dissappointed if he goes
es., oar T.E_SE
To 02...E_ mt.
(While discussing genetic programming inArtificial Intelligence and awaiting a responsefrom the class.)
ewunR E..so,,,Knonis a week without a quote.)
a"w.wOF_An.
\lug.

Top 10 Mastercard Themes
10. Cost of body paint, $75. Custom made paintbrushes, $125.
Getting to paint on the Sports Illustrated swimsuit model's
naked body... priceless.
9. New nameplate to replace the one stolen from Dr. Hessley's
office door, $1. Another new nameplate for Dr. Ilessley's
door. $1. Yet another new nameplate for Dr. Hessley's door,
$1. Seeing her write her name on her office wall with permanent marker... priceless.
8. Video camera, $1,200. 1/4" drill bit, $2. Watching the girl's
volleyball team take a hot shower whenever you want... priceless.(Permission was granted by the women and it was done in
a state that allows that sort of activity.)
7. Cuban cigars. $1,000. Guard to watch the door for two hours,
$700. Staining your intern's dress like that... priceless.
6. Concrete material. $900. Paying for someone who can actually build a concrete canoe, $1,100. The look on the civils'
faces when it sinks to the bottom of the lake... priceless.

5. Major rock concerTin the SRC, $30,000. Security for a concert attendance of 5,000 people. $3,000. Chances ofSGA actually pulling it off... priceless.
4. Freshman meal plan at ARA,$2400. Mom's day candlelit
dinner in the cafeteria, $15. Figuring out the true high-protein
contents found in the red sauce... priceless.
3. Parking ticket for not having your student car registered. $5.
Parking illegally in the Dean of Faculty's spot, $25. Giving a
Rose-Hulman security patrol car the boot in the middle of the
quad... priceless.
2. Rose tuition for Humor Editor Jason Walker, $22,000. Thorn
salary for being a humor editor, $0. Knowing that you're actually putting in a funny Top 10 list this week... priceless.
I. Salary for a women's basketball head coach, $45,000. Equipment and supplies for a 25 game season, $1,200. Winning just
one freakin' game this season... priceless.
(Submitted by thefine people at Dickens Cider)

DILBERT®
H.R. DIRECTOR

NO ONE
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COMPLAINED
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(HOW CAN I Q)E.
SURE IT DIDN'T
HAPPEN IN
YOUR HOME?

EANN
HIT ME IN THE
HEAD!

E-mail: SCO

r'
THE CEILING IN
MY WORK AREA
COLLAPSED.

MS@AOL.COM

CATBERT

o
140.3

(-MAY 3E

YOU
REMOVED THEM
WITH YOUR
HEAD

LOSING
CONSCIOUSNESS.
www.dilbert.com

THERE AREN'T
ANY STEEL 3EAM5
IN MY H0u5E!!

IF YOU CAN HEAR
, DON'T WORRY'
I'LL WRITE YOUR
SUICIDE NOTE!!

